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Pontus wrote:
Mountainbrookie, I agree with you on everything you've said there. That being said, Quote:
BTW I get my information from very reliable sources.
Is almost always a clear identifier of someone trying to sound like they know more than they do. Unless
you can provide clear sources from which you get your information, then you're doing the exact same thing
as someone that makes statements in a "'this is fact' kind of way." If you don't have direct sources on this,
then you have to admit that while that is your opinion, and it makes sense, there are a lot of factors that go
into the decisions made, and you're speculating the same as anyone else.

I get my information from a lifetime of hunting deer, watching deer, reading about deer, their biology,
management practices, studies by biologists, ect. There is no one single source for me to link to. If any of you
can prove me wrong so be it. lol
The following is nothing but hyperbole and I have indeed proved with common sense that it is wrong...
Quote:
And keep in mind, with hunting, for instance, we choose when the deer season is precisely based on the
time when it will damage the deer population the most. Right after the does become pregnant.

Quote:
Nonetheless, the vast majority of does are harvested in the anterless rifle season, and it's timing was
designed to be after the rut, ensuring that essentially all does are pregnant for maximum effect.

When you guys see the flaws in that line of thinking let me know.

I have nothing against pcray at all. It's just that when you make proclamations and so many on here take it for
the gospel truth, which from what I've seen on here they often do, you're not doing anyone any favors as far as
letting them learn anything. Maybe some of this goes back to the reproducing rainbows thread. Where he also
contradicted himself after making numerous proclamations. Either way I don't care, he's probably a nice guy and
all but it doesn't mean he can't be called out when he's wrong.
And on this he is wrong.

